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OREWORD 
Previou pubhcation on water re ources have been regional or county-
wide in cope Tht 1 the ftr t report for which quantitative data are 
pre en ted on a tngle aquifer of comparatively limited areal extent, that i 
exten t\elv de\eloped for 'A'ater upphe 
The a\ailabtht\ of large quantitie of high-quality ground water from 
the Mu catine I land aquifer has had a tremendou "' impact upon urban 
indu tnal and agncultural development of tht part of Iowa. lthough the 
nonpumptng level of water has been IO\\'ered tgnificantly near major 
pumptng center through time proper management of th1 water re ource 
can a urea continued ~upply of \\'ater for all competing u er . ht report 
provtde ba tc information for long-range management. 
I O\va i ty. I O\\'a 
ay 1977 
tanley Grant 
Director and tate Geologt t 
Iov.·a Geological urvey 
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GLOSSARY 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (ft / day) is the volume of water that 
will move through a porous medium at the existing kinematic viscosity 
in unit time under a unit hydraulic gradient through a unit area 
measured at right angles to the direction of flow. 
SPECIFIC RETENTION of a rock or soil is the ratio of (l) the volume 
of water which after being saturated, it will retain against the pull of 
gravity to (2) its own volume. 
SPECIFIC YIELD of a rock or soil is the ratio of ( 1) the volume of water 
which after being saturated it will yield by gravtty to (2) 1ts own 
volume. 
STORAGE COEFFICIENT 1s the volume of water an aquifer releases 
from or takes into storage per unit surface area of the aquifer per unit 
change in head. 
TRANSMISSIVITY (ft2/ day) is the rate at which water of the pre-
vailing kinematic viscosity is transmitted through a unit width of the 
aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient. 
GEOHYDROLOGY OF MU CATINE I LAND, 
M CATINE COUNTY, IOWA 
by 
R . Han en and W. L .. teinhllber 
B. lR 
Mu cat1ne I land 1 a wide egment of the v.-e t bank of the MI 1 tppi 
Rt\er flood plain that cover about 50 square mile 1n Mu cat1ne and 
ou1 a ountte . the proJect area encompa e the 30 quare miles tn 
u catine ount} he flood plain 1 underlain b thtck. permeable 
allu\ tal depo 1t that compn e a water-table aqu1fer that 1 developed 
e ten I\eh for Vv ater upphe tn the area. The aqutfer con 1 t pnnc1pally 
of and and gravel 1nterbedded tth len e of llt and cia . It ~ aturated 
thtckne s range from about 40 to 140 feet. The tran mi tv ity and to rage 
coeff1c1ent of the aquifer range from about 20.000 ft. ~ day and 0.15. 
re pect1vely. in the v.e tern part of the l5land to about 39.500 ft.2/ day and 
0.24 in the ea tern part. he amount of Vv'ater tored tn the aquifer under 
normal condition 1 about 100 btllion gallon 
1 charge from the aquifer 1\ principallv by pumpage which ha~ 
tncrea ed from about l mgd (mtlhon gallon5 per dav) in 1906 to about 37 
mgd in 1970. bout 2 '5 mgd •~ normally lo t to eepage and 
evapotran~ptration along a 9-mile reach of u catine Iough in 
u C.cltine ount '. bout 0.9 mgd is dt charged by evaporation from 
gra el ptt 
Recharge to the aquifer •~ b induced infiltration from the Mt~ 1 tppi 
Rt er. 5eepage from the river during major flood e ent . prectpttatton and 
~eepage from the underlying limestone bedrock. Induced infiltration 
pro ide~ about 0 to 5 percent of the water v..'ithdrav.'n from the principal 
pumptng center along the river and al ·o replace about 70 to 0 percent of 
the water that 1 evaporated from the gravel pit · tht amounted to about 30 
mgd in 1971 . dditional ignificant recharge from the river occur during 
major flood ·. 'Nhen prolonged high tage provide the head for 
con~1derable underflow to the aquifer Recharge from precipitation on the 
I land v.a calculated to a erage a bout 6 tnche per year or a bout 0.3 mgd 
per quare mtle . eepage from bedrock is "' ignlftcant and 1c:, attributed to 
the tncrea ed head differential between the a1lu\11al and bedrock aquifer5 1n 
the area of major pumping. 
The chemical con tttuent~ of water from the aquifer are generally v.1ithin 
the recommended hmtt e tabh hed by the ~ Pubhc Health ervice for 
drinking water 
tre se on the hydrologic S\ tern have affected the po~Ition and 
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configuration of the water table and the chemical quality of the ground 
water The large-scale withdrawals which began at the principal pumping 
centers In 1946 have caused the water table to decline from about I foot in 
the interior of the Island to about 5 feet near the edges of the main pumping 
centers the dechne was more than 8 feet under the pumping centers. A 
shght Increase In hardness of water from riverward wells In the pumping 
centers IS attributed to the Induced Infiltration of slightly harder r1ver 
water, a nottceable increase tn hardness and iron content 1n water from 
landward wells ts attributed to seepage of water from the bedrock. In the 
central 1rrtgated area, whtch IS underlatn by very permeable highly 
drained soils that are mulched with organic ferttlizers, the nitrate content 
of the ground water is as lugh as 46 mg l 1 (milligrams per ltter). Land-use 
practices have had and probably Will continue to have an impact on the 
quahty and quantity of water available In the system. 
The hydrologic system in 1971 was In dynamic equihbrium or in near-
equthbrium wtth the stresses imposed on it to that date This equilibrium 
would be disturbed by any additional stresses on the system and water 
levels would change until a new equtltbnum was established. The effects of 
future stresses can be reasonably predicted by developing a digital model 
of the system. The data to develop such a model are available in thts report. 
Continued and expanded monitortng of water levels would provide data 
for better model verification. Periodtc monttortng of nitrate and other 
chemtcal constttuents would permit early detection of changes in 
concentration before the concentrations reached excessive levels. 
MU~CA11 FCOU IY, IOWA 
The area known a Mu catine I land contain one of the more prolific 
aqutfer tn Iowa. or 25 ear , increa tngly large upplies of water have 
been Withdrawn from permeable and and gravel beneath the Mtsstsstppi 
Rn er flood plain. The city of Mu catine everal elf- up plied indu tnes 
and numerou irrigator withdrew an average 34.5 mgd . (million gallons 
per da)) tn 1965 and 7 mgd in 1970. Municipal withdrawals are expected 
to 1ncrea e b ' about 1 percent by 1980. lndu~trial withdrawal probably 
\\-Illtncrea e igniftcantlv. becau e the area offers attractive features, (i.e., 
tran portatton water upply, labor force and flood protection) for 
indu trial growth . Withdra\\'al for irrigation are expected to increa e only 
lightl '· 
For man ' 'ear , the \\'ater u. er believed the upply of good-quality 
ground \\'ater \\a tne ?hau tible. The hi. tory of water development had 
indicated that properly con~tructed gravel-packed well readily produced 
1.000 to I .500 gpm (gallon per minute) of excellent-quality water. 
Therefore \\'henever municipal or indu trial \\'ater requirements 
increa ed. additional \Veils \\'ere drilled in e i ting \\'ell field -generally 
\\7ithout regard for mutual-interference effects . Becau e the v.'ater table wa 
relati ely high irrigation supplie were conveniently and economically 
obtained b ' driving large-diameter and point., or scooping large-diameter 
"ptt ··to ju t belO\\' the \\'ater table and \\'ithdra\\'tng water \\7ith centrifugal 
pump Ho\\'ever in the earl ' 1960" . everal event occurred that changed 
tht optimt tiC outlook to one of concern. Increa tng municipal and 
indu trial pumpage in the northea tern part of the I land cau ed 
igntficant \\'ell-interference problem . ttempt by the city to develop 
additional \\'ell field that \\'Ould produce upplies of \\'ater equivalent in 
quality to exi ting upplie were un ucce ful. Large- cale pumpage by a 
ne\vly e tabli hed indu tr , located about 3 mile outh of the municipal 
\\'ell field cau ed anxiet ' in orne quarter that the \\'ater re ource wa 
being overdeveloped and that \\'ater level \\'OUld decline dra tically. The 
irrigator on the I land mo ·t of v.'hom u e centrifugal pump became 
particularly apprehen i e that increa ing indu trial and municipal 
\\lithdrawal \\'Ould lO\\'er \\'ater level below" uctlon lift" of their pump . 
The concerns of the \Vater u er on Mu catine I land can be identified 
and categorized a follow : 
(I) Are the ground-water resources of the Island being over-
developed? 
(2) Are large- cale withdrawals of ground water causing a 
general decline of water levels on the Island? 
(3) What is the areal and vertical dtstnbution of chemical 
constituents (particularly iron and manganese) and 
hardness of the water in the aquifer? 
3 
4 
(4) 
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What are the possible causes for the distribution? 
Are the activities of man affecting the concentrations and 
distribution of the chemical constituents? 
What effect will future withdrawals from the aquifer have on 
the Island's water resources and the altitude of the water 
table? 
Purpo e and cope 
The principal objectives of this report are 1) to provide within the 
framework of the available data answers to the above questions, 2) to 
provide the basic information necessary to develop a digital model of the 
aquifer system that would serve as a predictive tool for management, and 
3) to lay out a program to monitor the water levels and quality of water on 
the Island. 
In order to meet the above objectives, this report 1) defines and describes 
the hydrologic system from which water is developed on the Island, and 2) 
defines and describes the system's response to ground-water withdrawals 
and other activities of man. 
Methods of Investigation 
When fieldwork for this study was begun very little information was 
available about the physical and hydrologic properties of the aquifer. 
Therefore a program of test drilling was set up to determine the extent 
thickness composition, and boundaries of the aquifer. Data from these 
test holes (pl. 1) provided the basic information for the hydrogeologic 
maps and geologic sections in this report. 
Water-level data were collected from an observation-well network that 
was installed during the early phase of the investigation (p1.2). These data 
supplemented by data from existing irrigation and municipal wells 
formed the basis for the water-table maps in the report (pl. 3). In addition, 
several wells were equipped with recorders to obtain a continuous record 
of water-level changes; one well is being maintained as a continuous-
observation station. Water-level graphs for these wells are presented in 
plate 4. 
Two wells, 76-2-10bcb2 and 76-2-14-bbc, were drilled into the 
underlying hedrock to observe water levels and to obtain water samples 
(pl. 2). In 1968, addttlonal water-level data were collected at irrigation 
wells in Louisa County in order to provide better control for the water-
table maps. 
Well-Numbering System 
The well numbers in this report show the location of each well according 
to the public land survey system of land subdivision. In the location system 
• 
M U 
(fig 1) the fir t number of a well number tndtcate the town hip, the econd 
the range, and the thtrd the ectton In whtch the well 1 located 
R2 
II 6 5 .; 3 2 I V 76-2-14 bbo 7 e 9 ,10 II 12 
1\i / 18 17 16 15 14 13 19 20 21 22 23 24 
... 
130 29 28 27 ri;r----_ 26 ~ 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
'f 76 Sec ton numbers 
l I I :; r• ' b 0 ~ b- 0 r~ 
c d 
I b 0 
op a T76 J, R 2 
c d 
14 
c d 
Secuon 14 d1 tded en o quor ler-
quor er - quor er sec tons (10-ocre 
roc s) 
igure I. \.1 ap shov. ing the v. ell-numbering S)stem used in this report. 
5 
The fir t letter tndtcate the quarter ectton. the econd the quarter-
quarter ectton. and the thtrd the quarter-quaner-quarter ection (10-acre 
tract) The letter are a tgned to the quarter dt\ 1 ton tn a counter-
clock\.\-1 e dtrectton beg1nn1ng in the northea t quarter of each ectlon. For 
example, v.ell 76-2-14 bba (fig. 1) 1 tn the E 'l4 ~Vv ~ ~ \\ ~4 ec 14. T. 
76, , R 2W. If more than one wellt tn the arne 1 0-acre tract, they a re 
numbered enally 
The te t boring made by the . . Geological ~ ur\ e'r during the 
ummer of 1964 are numbered enally TI- l through TI-4 , and are hown 
tn plate 1. 
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Conversion F acto rs 
For those readers who may prefer to use metric units rather than English 
units, the conversion factors for the terms used In this report are hsted 
below: 
Multiply English unit by To obtain metric unit 
tnches 2 54 X 10+1 mtlhmeters 
feet 3 048 X 10- l meters 
mtle 1 609 ktlometers 
square feet 9 29 X 10- 2 square meters 
acre 4.047 X 10-3 square kilometers 
square mtle 2 590 square kilometers 
cubtc feet 2 832 X 10-2 cubtc meters 
gallon 3 785 hters 
gallon 3 785 X 10-3 cubtc meters 
gallons per mtnute 6 309 X 10-2 hters per second 
gallons per day 3 785 X 10-3 cubtc meters per day 
mllhon gallons per day 3 785 X 10+3 cubtc meters per day 
million gallons per year 3 785 X 10+3 cubic meters per year 
bilhon gallons per year 3785xl0+6 cubic meters per year 
TransmiSSivity (ft.2 day) 9 29 X 10-2 square meters per da} 
Hydraulic Conductivity (ft day) 3 048 X 10-1 meters per day 
Mll~CATI E COl TY IOWA 7 
K ~owL DGME T 
Many intere ted people contributed time. information and facilities 
dunng the cour e of the tn\esttgation. The Muntctpal Water Department 
pro\ 1ded rna ny record . acce to the well field for water-level 
mea urement . and per onnel to atd in the collection of additional data. 
Indu trial pumptng record and mea urements were obtained from Grain 
Proce tng orporation. Thatcher Glas ompany, and Monsanto 
Chemtcal om pan '. The man) farmer 10 the project area provided acce s 
to thetr land for the mea urement of water level<l tn their irrigatton wells 
Mr. le\vi Peter on at the u catine I land xpenmental Farm furntshed 
valuable tnformatton about the \\'ater need of the variOU$ crop that are 
irrigated tn the area . 
ddttlonal information and a 1 tance were furnt hed by the tate 
Hy gtentc aboratof}. tanle ' on · ultant~. Inc. and the M u catine-Lout a 
Dratnage Dt trict o. 13. 
T 
7 8 
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GEOGRAPHY 
The brief discussion presented is pertinent to an understanding of the 
hydrologic system and of the water problems in the area 
Location 
Muscatine Island is an Isolated wide segment of the west bank of the 
Mississippi River flood platn below the city of Muscatine (ftg. 2). The 
Island lies in Muscatine and Louisa Counties and encompasses about 50 
square miles (32,000 acres). 
This report however, 1s concerned principally with that part of 
Muscatine Island located in Muscatine County which 1s about 30 square 
miles (19 200 acres) in area. The ctty of Muscatine {population 22,400, 
1970 census) extends into part of the northern edge of the Island. 
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Topo~raphy and Drainage 
Mu catine I land 1 a genth undulating flood plain'! bounded on the east 
by the M 1 51 , tppi Rtver and on the north and west by a line of high bluffs, 
near the foot of wh1ch 1 Mu~cattnc Slough that enters the nver on the 
outh (ftg 2) The altttude of the flood plain ~urface between the nver and 
Mu cattnc .. Iough vane'i from about 535 to 5'50 feet above sea level Near 
the bluff \ the ~urface n e~ gradually to about 590 feet. The bluffs nse 
abruptly abo\e the flood platn to an upland urface whose altitude IS about 
7SO feet above ea level (fig 'i) 
The channel width of the Mt~ t~C}tppi River in th1 locality vane from 
about 2.500 to 4,000 feet. The mean low altitude of the channel bottom at 
Mu catine according to data from the . . Armr Corp of Engineers\ is 
appro imately 520 feet above ea level. The tage of the river, which is of 
parttcular tgnificance in understanding the movement of water beneath 
Mu catine I land 1 controlled in th1 localit) b) lock and Dam o. 17. 
ormal tage (flat-water pool) i 536 feet: only during evere tee conditions 
tn the wtntcr doe the tage drop belO\\' that figure. Fifty percent of the time 
dunng the navtgauon ea on (March 16-December 9) the pool stage i at 
or higher than 539 feet at the Muscatine gage. (A. F. Burleigh, Corps of 
Engineer · Rock I land Illinoi · oral commun .. Augu t 1968). 
The Island is protected from flood by a levee that n e to 
appro imatcl ' 560 feet above ·ea level and extend along the bank of the 
1t ~~~~1ppi River from the ity of ,1uscatine to the mouth of Mu catine 
Iough \Vhich form the outhern boundary of the area. Thi levee was not 
topped or breached by the flood of record in April 1965. \\'hen the 
Mi sis ·ippi River ere ted at 556.27 feet at thi location. 
The I land t drained bv Muscatine Iough . tnce completion of the 
unitized levee sv. tern in 1924 ho\vcver the Iough ha no direct outlet to 
"' 
the river. pumping tation built in 1916 and maintatned by Muscatine-
Loui a Drainage Di tnct No. 13 pump the water over the levee tnto the 
river. The bottom oft he Jough in the central part of the area 1 at 528.5 feet 
above ~ea level. The Iough drop only 3 feet from head to mouth (oral 
communication: Ken Duncan reasurer. Mu catine-Loui a Drainage 
D1 trict ~o . 13 Mu catine Iowa). 
everal mall ephemeral creeks drain the bluffc; around the northern and 
\\estern periphery of the I land. This drainage 1 Intercepted by Muscatine 
, Iough. 
Climatological Data 
Because rainfall i a source of recharge to the I land' ground-water 
i tern. pertinent precipitation data i pre ented. For more information 
ee Climatological Data for Iowa publi hcd monthly and annually by the 
. . Dept. of Commerce. Additional record during the gro\\'ing ~eason 
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A2riculture and l ndu~tn 
griculture on the I land i principally truck farming: the main crop 
are cabbage .., v..•eet corn tomatoe and melon --. Becau e thee crop 
require large amount of 'A'ater and becau~t the land 1 andy. exten ne 
amount of ground \\-'ater are 'A'ithdrav..,n for Irrigation. The economic of 
irrigation i. critically linked to the po 1tion of the \Vater table in the area 
becau e the method of " 'ithdra'A•al of 'A'ater i by centnfugal pump If the 
\\-'ater table drop belO'A' tht suction lift capabiliue of the pump . more 
expen tve pumping equipment " 'ill be required . 
Indu try on the I land i quite varied. H O'A'Cver. onl ' t'A'O indu tne . 
Grain Proce --. ing orporation (GP ) and Mon"anto Chemical ompany. 
pump large quantitte of ground water. Thatcher Gla Company pump a 
moderate quantity. and the remainder pump mall quantitte or are 
upphed by the municipal 'A'ater ~\ tern. G P · \\-'ell field 1 about 1.300 
feet north of the principal muntctpal (pO'A'er plant) field: Thatcher Gla<; 
and onsanto are about 2 and 3 mile to the outh re pectively (pl. 2). 
One other major indu try the sand and gra\el indu try. exerts an 
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important influence on the hydrologic system of Muscatine Island . 
Numerous abandoned and operating gravel pits are concentrated in the 
east-central part of the Island (pl. 2). The total surface area of these water-
table ponds was about 300 acres in 1971. 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The regional bedrock in this part of the state consists of limestones and 
dolomites of Middle Devonian age. These strata form the bedrock floor 
beneath Muscatine Island, except for a small area in the northeastern part 
where a shale outlier of Pennsylvanian age extends northward and 
eastward under the City of Muscatine and caps a limestone bench (pl. 1 
and fig. 5). 
The bedrock floor of Muscatine Island is at the juncture of two buried 
valleys that were carved into the bedrock by southerly and southeasterly 
flowing preglacial and interglacial streams (Hansen, 1972). The bedrock 
rises abruptly under the City of Muscatine (pl. 1) forming the north valley 
wall of the buried drainage system. The south valley wall is more than 15 
miles to the south in Louisa County. Most of Muscatine Island lies in the 
buried valley. 
Deposits of glacial drift consisting principally of sandy pebbly clay 
form the northern and western boundaries of Muscatine Island (fig. 5). 
The drift is about 70 feet thick over the high bedrock to the north, and is 
much thicker over the bedrock valley to the west. Loess of variable 
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thtckne mantle the glactal drift along both the northern and western 
boundane of the proJect area. 
Mu cattne I land 1 underlain by alluvial sand and gravel wtth minor 
amount of llt and clay The e depo 1t are about 140 feet thick, except 
over the bedrock bench 1n the northea t part where the deposits range from 
50 to 0 feet thtck The alluvtum extend tnto Louisa County on the south 
and beneath the M1 1 1pp1 Rtver along the ea tern edge of the I land . 
The oll on Mu catlne I land ( teven on, et al. 1918) are cla sified as 
terrace and bottomland oil (fig. 5). The terrace oil are developed on 
allu\ tal matenal and are compo ed principally of coarse-to-fine and and 
and; loam. The e oil and thetr ub oll are very porous, permeable, and 
dra1n raptdly. The bottomland 011 are developed on parent matenal that 
1 a mtxture offine-gratned alluvium from the nver and colluvtum from the 
bluff The colluvium 1 principally loe and weathered glacial till 
compo ed of clay and tlt Thu , the bottomland oll and thetr ubsolls are 
pnnctpall] lit cla loam that occupy the area between the bluff and the 
Iough and a narrow tnp outh and ea t of the Iough The e 011 are not 
\ery permeable. therefore. the\ are \ery poorly dratned 
HI TOR OF GRO r 0- TER DE ELOPME T 
Early de\elopment of the ground-water re ource tn the I land area for 
large. u tatned \Ield \\a by the Cit} of Mu catine for a muniCipal upply 
in 1906. Pnor to th1 ttme, the municipal upply wa obtained from the 
I 1 1pp1 Rl\ er The ear he t well \\ere 6-Inch diameter dnven wells 
connected b a common header. the e were located JU t north of the 
pre ent power plant. In the penod 1923-26, five addtttonal wells were 
added JU t outh of the plant and , in 1931. four more wells were added on a 
hne extendtng outh of the plant. The population of 16.000 people wa 
table dunng thi time. and the e timated \\'ater u age wa about 1 mgd 
dunng the v.:'inter month and po tbly a much a 3 mgd dunng the 
ummer 
The penod after World ar II wa a time of change and expan ton at 
the pov.-er-plant well field . population tncrea e of everal thou and 
coupled with the development of an tnd u trial well fteld north of the power 
plant during the war had two Ignificant effect more water wa needed 
for the munictpal upply and Interference from the new tndu tnal well 
field lowered the ;teld of the and point 1n the muntctpal well fteld 
Between 1946 and 1961. even large-dtameter dnlled well were added at 
the power plant field The e \\ere located we t of the original wells, all the 
ongtnal well were eventuallv abandoned . By 1961, production from the 
power-plant well field wa 2 bgy (bilhon gallons per year) or a bout 5.5 
mgd (fig. 6) . 
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Figure 6. - Annual Withdrawals by pnnctpal water users on Musca tine Island 
Following this period of growth, new locations for muniCipal wells were 
sought to avoid overcrowding the power-plant area. Two wells were 
Installed at the Hershey Ave. well field (extreme northern part of the 
Island) In 1962-63 and a well was located at the Sampson t. well field 
(about 1 Y4 miles northwest of the power plant) in 1964 (pl. 2). However 
because the water from these wells was significantly higher in tron content 
than the water from the power-plant field production from these wells has 
been limited . Pumpage from the Sampson St. field has been greater than 
0.1 bgy only two years and generally is less than 0.02 bgy; production from 
the Hershey Ave. field has never been greater than 0.02 bgy and this field is 
seldom used . 
Because of ant1c1pated water aemands additional wells were added to the 
power-plant field between 1966 and 1970 on property located one-half to 
three-quarters of a mtle south of the power plant (pl. 2). Al o during this 
t1me att additional well was added to the upper plant field and two others 
were abandoned In order to maintain maximum production capacity from 
( 
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the field. By 1970 production from the entire power-plant field was 
hghtl over 4 bgy (fig 6) 
In 1971, two additional well were con tructed at Progress Park located 
in the central part of the I land (pl 2) Withdrawals from this well field 
were Initiated tn 1971 and are planned to average about 0 365 bgy 
Indu tnal de elopment of ground water began 1n the Island area In 1943 
when ratn Proce Ing orporation became operattve Following this, 
Thatcher Gla Manufacturing ompany developed a upply In 1949-50 
and Mon anto hemical ompany In 1962 Other mall Indu tne are 
pre ent on the I land. but the e do not u e appreciable amounts of water In 
thetr manufactunng proce e 
rain Proce tng Corporation 1 located approximately one-quarter 
mile north of the municipal power plant (pl 2). Initial production in 1943 
wa about I 6 bg In 1957 over 2 6 bllhon gallon of water were pumped 
from ftve well , between 1961 and 1969 pumpage from the well field 
averaged 1 0 bg} Beg1nn1ng tn 1969, pumpage from etght wells was 
reduced to 2 4 bg becau e part of the uppl wa being obtained from the 
ltV (ftg. 6). Becau e of the pro Imlty of thi field to the muniCipal power-
plant field the two create a tngle hydrologic Influence In tht northea t 
area of the Island (pl 3) umman. of the total annual pumpage from this 
area for the vear 1961-1971 1 gnen in figure 6. 
hatcher la Manufactunng ompan ( W~~ ec 27 T. 76 , R 
2 .) whtch began operation tn 1949-50 1 1tuated about three-fourth of 
a mtle north of on an to . The com pan operate three well whtch pump, 
on the average, 1 to l ~ mgd or between 0 365 and 0 456 bgy 
Mon anto hemtcal ompany ( 1, 4 ec 28 T 76 , R 2W.) operates 
etght well 1n the area 1n and around the plant Ite (pl 2) Productton began 
in 1962 wtth three v..ell pumptng about 1 5 bgy A well were added, 
pumpage tncrea ed to 53 bg} or about 14.6 mgd tn 1967 and ha remained 
con tant tnce then (fig. 6). 
gncultural development of ground water began on a mode t cale tn 
the earl 1900' v..'hen a fe\\ cattered acre on the I land were trngated 
Pumpage tncrea ed 1gntftcanth 1n the early 1940' when the practice of 
irrigation wa g1ven a btg 1mpetu w1th the Introduction of hghtwetght, 
portable trrigatton pipe Ground-water wtthdrawal for irrigatton on the 
I land (1ncludtng the part 1n l out a ounty) were fauly stable from the 
1950' to the late 1960' and averaged about 0 275 to 0 3 bgy Pumpage 
tnce 1970 probably 1 omewhat htgher, because Irngation water I being 
applied to an tncreased acreage of corn. 
In ummary. muntc1pal pumpage 1n 1970 wa about 5 bilhon gallons, 
tndu tnal 2 billion gallon . and trngation about 0.3 bilhon gallons The 
total pumpage for the year wa about 13.5 billion gallon or 37 mgd 
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HYDROLOGY OF THE ALLUVIAL AQUIFER 
Physical Properties 
The alluvial aquifer consists of highly permeable alluvial deposits that 
overlie permeable limestone bedrock In most of the area and Impermeable 
shale bedrock in the northeast corner of the area (pl. 1). It is bounded on 
the north and west by relatively Impermeable glacial drift. To the east the 
aquifer extends under the MISSISSippi Rtver to the south It extends under 
Muscatine Slough and decreases In width as the flood plain narrows. All of 
these physical boundanes also are hydrologic boundaries. 
The alluvial deposits consist pnncipally of sand and gravel, ranging in 
size from fine-grained sand to large boulders. Most of the coarse materials 
are found under the eastern third of the Island particularly In the area of 
the gravel pits and the pnncipal muniCipal well field (fig. 7 and pl. 2). They 
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Figure 7.- Percent of coarse matenal 10 the aquifer 
also are more persistent in occurrence In that area and can be traced with 
some confidence (fig. 8). In contrast, the area between Highway 61 and 
Muscatine Slough is characterized by finer grained deposits. 
The thickness of the alluvial deposits in the area ranges from about 50 to 
150 feet (fig. 9). In about 87 percent of the area, or 26 square miles the 
deposits average 137 feet thick, the deposits average 70 feet thick in the 
rematnder of the area, which overlies the bedrock bench In the northeast 
corner of the Island. 
Silt and clay occur both as surficial deposits and as lenses within the 
sand and gravel. The surficial layer of silt and clay occurs as a continuous 
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EXPLANATION 
• 
USGS test bonng 
(number • h •wn 1n Plate I) 
0 
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Ex1st1ng we 
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In er val 20 fee• 
SCALE 
0 
bed over much of the Island, but 1s absent in the central part (fig. 1 0). This 
bed generally is less than 10 feet thtck but 1 nearly 40 feet thtck near the 
bluffs tlt and clay are pre ental o as randomly distributed len es wtthin 
the aqutfer materials. Generally however, the clay lenses do not occur in 
the bottom 30 to 40 feet of thP ~n111fPr 
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Figure 10 - Distnbutwn and thickness of surface clay and silt. 
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Hydrologic Properties 
~a tura ted Thickness 
19 
The ~aturated thtckne <; of the aqutfer vanes with the posi tion of the 
water table and the depth to bedrock In October 1964, when the water 
table was at a low po 1t1on. the ~aturated thickne ranged from about 40 
to 140 feet (fig ll) During high water table condttton ~uch as occurred 
during Ma\ 196), the aturatcd th1ck ne~~ t5 1ncrea ed several feet. 'fhe 
aturated thtckne ~general!\ t\ bet~een 120 and 140 feet tn approximately 
7 percent of the area . However. in the northea tern part of the Island . 
'A-here the bedrock 1 high the ~Jturated thickne\ ts between 40 and 60 feet. 
T 
6 
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l·tgure ll. aturatcd th1c ne of the alhJ\'1al nqmfcr, ctobcr 1964 
Iran m1 J\lt 
'The great variabilit ' in the aquifer' composi tion and ~aturated 
thickness lead to variation .. in tran. mi ivit ' throughout the Island. 
~ 
Lveral method \vere used to estimate tran ·mi ·si \ it ': they are a 
foliO\\' : I analy .. i of flO"-' nets of the principal \\'ell-field area · 
2) informa tion fron1 a pun1ping test· 3) e ~timation of the hydraulic 
conductivity of the aquifer n1aterials frorn \\'ell-log data· 4) c ·trapolation 
of adju .. ted hydraulic conductivity data aero s the I ·land: and 
5) verificatio n of the tran rni ·. ivit ' in a ·elected area by an anal 'tical 
method . 
'The transmissivity of a Hlargc ample" of an aquifer can be determined 
by a flow-net analy i ~if the ground-water flo\\' 1~ ~teady-sta t e and the flow 
rate ca n be e ttmated (Bennett in Ferris 1962. p. I 39). l ·hese requisite 
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conditions for constructing and analyzing flow nets are present in the 
vicinity of the two major pumping centers on the Island. The water-table 
maps (pl. 3) indicate that: 1) the 525-530-foot contours around the 
pumping centers are fairly stable during periods of low river stage; and 
2) all ground-water flow across the 525-530-foot contours IS toward the 
pumping sites; therefore the flow rate can be approximated by 
inventorying the pumpages. Flow nets were constructed and analyzed for a 
portion of the water-table map for April9, 1964 whtch wa a stable period 
JU t before expansion of the municipal well field (fig. 12). 
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Figure 12 - Portton of water-table map for Apnl 1964, show1ng a flow-net analysts to 
determine the transmiSSIVIty of the aqutfer In the pnnc1pal well-field areas and 
the percentage of water Induced from nver 
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• 
omputat10ns 
. nah\ts of upper cone, between the 525-530 foot water-table contours (after Bennett in 
Ferns. 1962 p 139): ' 
T = Q • nd 
nf · h 
- 1.9 I Qt~ x I _ 
- -20 . ~ 
19,800 ft, day 
Where: T = tran rn1 1\ ity of aquifer in cubic feet per day per foot width of aquifer (ft2f day) 
Q = flow through full thickne~s of aquifer in cubic feet per day (ft3fday), which ts 
equal to the a' erage dail ' pumpage during t964 by City of \1uscatine and Gram 
Proce stng Corp. = 14. x 106 million gallons per day or a bout 1.98 x 106 cubic 
feet per da ' (fig. 6a) 
nd = number of potential drops between the 525-530 contours = I 
nf = number of flow channels = 20 
h = total potential drop bet\\een the 525-5 0 contours 5 feet 
The a\erage saturated thic ness and the a\erage dewatering between the 525-530 contours 
are about 7 feet and about feet , respecti\el . 1 herefore, the average dewatering is 8/ 57 of 
total saturation which ts about 14 percent. Thus the pre-pumping or adJusted transmissivity is: 
T = 19, 00 x 1.14 = appro . 22,600 ft2 day 
Percent of\\ ater induced from rh er = 17 20 flow paths = 85% 
B. nal •sis of lower cone, bet\\ een the 525-530 foot water-table contours: 
1 = 
Q = 1.6x 106 ft3 Q • nd 
nf • h 
nd = I 
1.6 l 
nf = 14 
14 5 
h = 5 
= 22 60 ft2 da ' 
' 
The a\ erage dewatering between the 525-5 0 contours is about 7 120 of total saturation, 
which is a bout 6 percent . 
Therefore, the pre-pumping or adjusted tran~missi\ ity is: 
T = 22,860 x 1.06 = about 24,000 ft2/ day 
Percent of water induced from river = I I / 14 flow path 80% 
The computation hov..·n indicate that the transm1sstvity of the aquifer 
1 about 22,600 ft'-t day in the vicinity of the Gratn Processing Corp. and 
Munictpal Pov..·er Plant well field and about 24.000 ft2/ day in the vicinity 
of the Mon anto well field. 
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Additional transmiSSivity data for a much smaller "sample" of the 
aqu1fer were obtained from a pumping test conducted on City Well o. 13 
(NW, SW, sec. 14 T. 76N., R. 2W) by Stanley Consultants, Inc. The 
transmissivities determined at 6 observation wells ranged from 24,500 
ft2f day to 28,500 ft 2/ day and averaged about 26,500 ft2/ day (G. Tavener, 
tanley Consultants, Inc.; wntten commun., 1968) 
The transmissivtty determinations were used in adjusting hydraulic-
conductivity values that had been assigned arbitrarily1 to aquifer matertals 
collected from test holes In the vicinity of the well fields. The adjusted 
hydrauhc conductivity (K) of the three principal size grades of aquifer 
material are· 
very coarse sand and gravel, (Kg) 
medi urn to coarse sand, ( K ) 
fine to medium sand; (Kf) 
- 500 ft day 
- 150ft day 
40ft day 
The e adJusted hydraulic conductivity values, well-log data from the test 
holes, and the saturated-thtcknes map (fig. II) were used to estimate the 
transmtssivity at the test-hole s1te that are shown tn plate 1 Gutded by the 
map showing the distribution of coarse material in the aqutfer (fig. 7), these 
site transmissivity data were used to make a transmissivity map of the 
Island (fig. 13). This map shows that the transmissivity of the aquifer 
ranges from about 20,000 ft 2f day to about 39 500 ft2f day. 
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F1gure 13 - TransmtsstVIty of the alluvtal aqutfer, Muscatine Island, Iowa. 
1 Based on analyses made by the Hydrolog:tc Laboratory of the U S Geologtcal Survey 
(Morns & Johnson, 1967) 
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Although the tran mt lVltie hown on figure 11 are e ttmates, a 
method I available to Independently venfy the transmiSSIVIty of an 
e ten tve In tenor area in the\ tctnlty of the town of Fruitland. This method 
I commonl'r called Jacob'c; c;tead'r- tate, uniform recharge method and IS 
de cnbed b\ Fern and otherc; ( 1962, p 13 I). The nece sary data to use thts 
method are obta1ned from: I) water-table map , which Indicate a fauly 
table po 1t1on of the ground-Vv ater recetving stream (Muscatine lough); 
and 2) ob enatton well 76-2-30cba 1n which the altitude of the average 
water le\elt~ 514 2 feet above ea level (table 1). The pertinent equation by 
Jacob 1 
\\-here 
T = ~' 
= 1.37 ~ 0- ) 12,ooo x 6800 
3.2 
= 2 000 ft 2 da ' 
' 
T = transmissivit ', in ft 2/ da • 
'Yw' = a\erage rate of precipitation recharge to the water table 
(a umed to be constant) = 6 inche )car (sec sub equent 
ecuon on recharge) = L3 7 x I 0 - J ft da '· 
a = distance from stream to ground-water divide = 12,000 feet 
:< = di tance from tream to observation well = 6800 feet 
ho = e)e\ation ofthe water table at the< b"t"rvation well \\ ith re pect 
to the a\Jerage tream le\e) = 3.2 f~et. 
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Table 1 Average monthly and annual water levels, 1n feet below land surface, in wells 
76-3-25ddd and 76-2-30cba (data from plate 4 ). 
Year 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
ovember 
December 
Average annual 
Transferred to 
1964 
11 05 
10 70 
10 15 
9 95 
10 00 
10 25 
10 55 
10 92 
11 20 
11 35 
10 61 
Well 76-3-25ddd Well 76-2-30cba 
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
II 20 8 35 12 06 11 60 13 25 12 40 11 30 
II 05 8 75 12 18 11 92 12 75 12 65 11 40 
10 92 9 07 12 75 12 16 12 42 12 65 11 40 
9 65 9 26 12 15 12 37 12 22 12 20 11 50 
8 10 8 65 11 65 12.30 12 09 II 25 11 75 
6 95 8 30 11 75 12 40 12 00 11 05 12 10 
7 30 9 00 11 85 12 70 11 30 11.00 12.40 
7.75 9 66 12 00 13 05 11 05 10 60 12 60 
7.65 10 28 12 15 13 25 11 30 10 15 12 97 
7 05 10 60 12 20 13 29 II 66 10 10 13 32 
810 10.77 1105 1344 1185 1080 1360 
8 80 1 0 96 11 11 13 50 12. l 0 I l I 0 13.50 
871 947 1191 1266 1200 1133 12.32 
well no 76-2-30cba I 12 35 10 44 11 20 
Average water level for 8 year penod of record = 11 8 feet 
Average water-level altitude = 534 2 feet above sea level. 
1 On bas.~ of overlapping records dunng 1966 (see plate 4) 
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torage oefficients 
The torage coeffictent tn the zone of water-table fluctuatton was 
calculated from data denved from hydrographs of wells 76-2-20dca and 
76-2-22cca In Apnl 1965, when the nver tage was ristng toward tts record 
peak~ the water level tn both well were n tng at a constant rate During 
tht time. a ratnfall of 2 16 tnche tn a 3-hour penod wa measured at the 
Iowa tate gncultural Expenment tation. near the town of Fruitland 
In re pon e to th1 torm. the water level tn both well ro eat accelerated 
rate for everal da\ . after which they returned to the ongtnal rate The 
accelerated rate are attributed to the rainfall, and the data are u ed to 
calculate the torage coefficient (fig. 14). 1 The coefficients of0.20 and 0 24 
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1 
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01 nse/day 
alculation 
- torage oefficient in zone of "ater-table nuctuation. 
\\'ell 76-2-22cca 
= \~ = 0. 18 = 0.20 
v 0.90 
R 
V \\ = Volume of precititation, m ft3 ft2 (ft) = 2.16 inch e. = 0. 1 feet 
V R = Volume of '-'ater-level rise attributed to ppt., in ft3 ft2 (ft).; which is: 
1.04 ft - 0.2 ft = 0. 76 in "'ell 76-2-20dca 
1.25 ft- 0.35 ft = 0.90 in v.ell 76-2-22cca 
igure 14.-Hydrograph of wells 76-2-20dca and 76-2-22cca howing determ}nation of 
storage coefficient of the aquifer in the zone of water-table fluctuat10n . 
t Assumption wa made that mo t rainfall reached the water table, becau e the soil wa at 
field capacit •, ET wa minimal during this cool, cloudy period, and no runoff from the flat. 
sandv oil v.as noted . 
• 
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determined at the two sites are believed to be maximum values because the 
upper 25 feet of the alluvium at these sites (this includes the zone through 
which the water table fluctuates) is predominately gravel and very coarse 
sand. In areas where fine to medium sand is the predominant grain size, 
such as the area west of Highway 61 , the storage coefficient in the water-
table zone is somewhat less- possibly on the order of 0.15 to 0.18. The 
average Island-side storage coefficient in the zone of water table 
fluctuation is assumed to be about 0.21. 
To summarize the transmissivity of the aquifer ranges from about 
20 000 ft2f day in the western part of the Island to about 39 500 ft2/ day in 
the eastern part. The storage coefficient is believed to range from about 
0.15 in the western part to 0.24 in the eastern part. In fact the highest 
transmissivities and storage coefficients are located between the two 30 
percent lines in the eastern part of figure 7. 
Ground-Water Storage 
Based on a conservative average storage coefficient of 0.15 and 
saturated thickness given in figure 11 the amount of ground water in 
storage at any given time is about 100 billion gallons. This amount 
represents about seven times the 1970 withdrawal amount and is an 
indication that the aquifer has the reserve capacity to withstand several 
years of deficient recharge. 
Hydrologic Boundaries 
The hydrologic boundaries of the alluvial aquifer that affect and 
influence the functioning of the hydrologic system of the Island 
are: 1) water table 2) Mississippi River 3) bedrock floor 4) Muscatine 
Slough, and 5) glacial till along the valley sides. The water table is 
discussed in a subsequent section· discussion of the other boundaries 
follows . 
MtSSlSStpp l R1ver 
The Mississippi River which is the eastern border of Muscatine Island 
is a continual line source or recharge boundary to the alluvial aquifer (pl. 
3). As such, the river has a major impact on the water levels water 
withdrawals, and quality of water on the Island--particularly in a mile-
wide strip adjacent to the river. The two principal characteristics of the 
river that are the cause of this impact are the river stage and the chemical 
quality of the water. 
The stage of the Mississippi, opposite Muscatine Island , during low and 
moderate flows is controlled by Lock-and-Dam 17 (fig . 2). The normal or 
flat water stage of the pool is 536 feet above sea level (fig . 15). When the 
river discharge exceeds 10 000 cfs fcubic feet per second) a gradient is 
established in the pool which increases with increasing discharge . The 
median stage which is the stage equaled or exceeded 50 percent of the time 
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during the navigation season is 539 feet· the gradient at this stage is about 
0.3 foot per mile. The stage data obtained from Corps of Engineers Rock 
Island District, were used in the preparation of water-table maps (pl. 3). 
Before construction of the lock-and-dam system, the uncontrolled stages 
of the river during low-flow periods were substantially lower (fig. 16). The 
significance of the controlled stage on the hydrology of the Island can best 
be seen by comparing the hydrographs in figures 15 and 16. Since Lock-
and-Dam 17 became operational in 1937, the mean stage of the river is 
about 3 feet higher, and the low-flow stages are as much as 5 feet higher. 
These increased stages result in increased recharge to the alluvial aquifer. 
Because the river is a source of recharge to the aquifer the quality of the 
river water influences the quality of water in the aquifer. Accordingly, 
some chemical-quality data of river water that had been collected at 
Davenport (about 28 river miles upstream) are presented in table 6. The 
chemical-quality relationship between water in the river and aquifer is 
discussed in a subsequent section. 
Bedrock Floor 
The floor under the alluvial aquifer is limestone bedrock under most of 
the Island, except the northeastern corner where up to 25 feet of low-
permeability shale caps the limestone (pl. 1 ). The limestone unit is the 
Cedar Valley Limestone of Devonian age which is an aquifer underlying a 
large area in eastern Iowa (Steinhilber and Rorick, 1970). Regionally, this 
aquifer's hydraulic conductivity is considered to be low because it usually 
yields only small supplies of water to wells; locally however where the unit 
is extensively fissured , it yields moderate to large supplies. The water from 
this rock unit invariably is extremely hard , ranging from 350 to 450 mg j 1, 
(milligrams per liter) and contains concentrations of iron in excess of 2 
mg j 1. 
The Cedar Valley Limestone at some localities under Muscatine Island 
is considered a recharge boundary for the following reasons: 
1. The buried valley system carved into the Cedar Valley Limestone 
under Muscatine Island and surrounding area is the lowest part of the 
bedrock aquifer system. As such, Muscatine Island probably is a principal 
discharge area for the limestone aquifer, depending on relative head 
relations between the alluvial and limestone aquifers and the stage of the 
Mississippi River. 
2. The pressure head of water in the limestone bedrock at the Sampson 
Street municipal standby well field (see pl. 2 for location) is about one-half 
foot higher than the head in the alluvial aquifer during periods when City 
Well 11 is idle . The water tab]e in this area is slightly depressed because it is 
the northwest edge of the drawdown cone around the municipal power-
plant well field. When City Weill 1 is pumping, the water level in bedrock 
well 76-2-1 Obcb2 is drawn down, indicating discharge into the alluvial 
aquifer (pl. 4). 
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- Water-level data 1nd1cate the pre ure head 1n the bedrock 1s related 
to the tage of the nver In well 76-2-14 bbc, open only In the limestone tn 
the area where hale cap the lime tone bedrock, the water level nses and 
fall 1n re pon e to n er tage change At well 76-2-1 Obcb2, In an area 
where hale 1 not pre ent. a ubdued n e tn ground-water level correlates 
with the nver tage n e at a ttme \\hen no other recharge 1s evident 
4. !though the regtonal permeabthtv of the Cedar Valley Ltme tone IS 
low. the permeability at orne localitte under Mu catlne I land probably 
1 tgn1f1cantly higher than it 1 under the urroundtng upland Expenence 
el ewhere in ea tern lo\\~a indtcate that In orne area the permeabthty of 
hme tone that occur under buned alley are unu ually htgh. However, 
the permeabihtte of hme tone are not untform, therefore, the 
permeabtht ' of the edar alle\ Ltme tone under the I land may be qutte 
\ ariable 
hemtcal-quahty data. to be dt cu ed in a ub equent ectton, 
tndtcate mo\ement of \\ater from the hme tone bedrock to orne alluv1al 
\\-ell tn the municipal and GP \\-ell field 
he abo\e tndtcate that \\-ater can mo e from the lime tone bedrock 
into the allu\ tal aqutfer tn place \\-here the lime tone 1 1n dtrect connectlon 
with the alluvium. 1 permeable. and \\-here the relatt\e head condttton are 
favorable avorable head condition occur tn area \\-here the water table 
1 depre ed b\ pumpage from the alluvtal aqutfer. th1 1 o particularly 
during penod of prolonged high tage of the Mts tSSippt River 
1uscatine Iough 
u catine Iough function a an effectt\e hne tnk that recetve 
ground-\\-'ater dt charge from the aqutfer (pl 3) Becau e 1t 1 cut only 
hghtl ' into the aquifer. ground-water development on the Island could 
lower the water table below the bottom of the Iough Under those 
condition . the lough \\'ould cea e to be a tgntficant hydrologic 
boundar '· 
Glacial-till Vallev Walls 
• 
The glacial till in and beneath the bluff hne that form the north and \\-e t 
boundane of the alluvtal aquifer 1 compo ed pnnctpall] of andy. 
gravellv clav. hi matenal \Vhich ha a very low hydrauhc conductiVIty 
functton a a barrier to an\ tgnificant ground-water movement Into or 
out of the I land. However the broad bedrock \aile} that head In the area 
\\e t of the Island under the till (Plate 1) may contain outwa h and If o, 
water maj be moving down the bedrock valley and di chargtng 1nto the 
allu ial aquifer. nder ext ttng hydrologic condition , however, any 
dt charge from the buned alley can affect only that part of the aqutfer that 
he between the Iough and the bluff . 
.. ources and Quantity of Recharge and Di charge 
The po ttion and configuration of the water table of the alluvial aquifer 
1 there ult of a summation of the recharge and dt charge proce e on the 
F OWA 
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Island. Changes in the position and configuration of the water table 
Indicate variations In recharge and discharge and changes In man-made 
stresses on the system. Portrayal of the water table during different periods 
of time 1s indispensable in understanding the discharge-recharge relations 
on the Island. Accordingly, water-table maps shown in plate 3, were 
prepared from water-level data collected periodically at the sites shown in 
plate 2. When it became evident that more information on the water table 
in the area south of Muscatine County was needed additional water-level 
data were collected at a few Sites In Louisa County (pl. 3f). In addition to 
the water-table maps hydro graphs of water levels in a few alluvial wells are 
shown In plate 4 to portray daily fluctuations of the water table at specific 
sites. 
Water Table 
The principal elements of the water table that are common to all maps 
(pl. 3) are: 1) a ground-water ridge or divide that trends through the 
center of Muscatine Island approximately parallel to Muscatine Slough; 
2) a ground-water trough adjacent to and paralleling the river; 3) two 
large cones of depress1on In the water-table trough located beneath the 
municipal and industrial well fields; 4) slope of the water table from the 
bluffs to the slough, and from the ground-water ridge westward and 
northwestward to the slough and eastward to the ground-water trough· 
5) slope of the water table from the nver to the ground-water trough· and 
6) the stage of the Mississippi River which at all times is higher than the 
water table anywhere on the Island except for a narrow strip near the river 
in Louisa County. 
The hydrologic relations are as follows: 1) the ground-water ridge is a 
recharge area, whose position is maintained mainly by precipitation as it 
conforms to the area where surface clay is absent; 2) the river is a major 
hne source that continually transmits water to the ground-water trough· 
3) Muscatine Slough and the ground-water trough, which contains the 
two large cones of depression of the water table are discharge areas--the 
slough receives water by down-gradient flow from the direction of the 
bluffs and from the direction of the ground-water ridge· the trough receives 
water from the ground-water ndge In addition to water from the river. 
Comparison of the maps for April and October 1964 and March 1965 
(pl. 3) shows a relatively stable condition of the water table during this 
period of the investigation. Examination of the large cones of depression 
shows that they retained approximately the same size and shape though 
the center of one cone did become shghtly deeper. Also, the area of ground-
water diversion 1 for the three periods is approximately equal. Thus, in 
1 Area where ground-water flow has been dtverted from one dtrectton to another bj a stress 
on the ground-water system, such as pumptng 
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ptte of defictent prectpttatton and treamflow the cones were virtually 
tabih1ed, and the contlnuou heavy pumptng dtd not significantly lower 
the water table 
The water-table map for May 1965 (pl 3) hows a significant rise In the 
water le el under the enttre I land ot only was precipitation abundant, 
more than 7 tnche 1n Apnl but the greate t flood of record occurred on 
the Mt 1 tppt Rt er tn pnl. he combtnatton of heavy precipttation and 
thee treme ri er tage cau ed a tgntficant n e tn the water table--at least 3 
feet under u cattne I land and a much a 14 feet at one location near the 
rl\er (ftg. 17). The ctober 1965 ~ater table (pl 3) wa very high because of 
near-record .. eptember prectpttatton combtned w1th antecedent wet 
condttton 
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igure 17.-Rise in water le\ els on \-1u !>c.at ine Island between March and May 1965 
The water-table altitude during October 196 I repre entative of near-
normal prectpitatton and average treamflo . The March and Augu t 
197 J water-table map are repre entattve of below-normal prectpitatton, 
but above-a erage pnng treamflow. The e three maps how the effect of 
tncrea ed pumpage from the expanding muniCipal well fteld , the cone of 
depre ton in the northea t corner had migrated outhward toward the 
gravel ptt area. and a ne\\. cone had developed In the center of the I land 
The area of ground-water dtver Ion around the Monsanto field and Gratn 
Proce tng orporatton and municipal field , however, remained virtually 
the arne (fig 18 and 19). 
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Recharge to the Aquifer 
Recharge to the alluvial aquifer is by precipitation, infiltration of river 
'Nater. eepage from the underlying bedrock and seepage from the till 
under the bluff The latter i not an important ource; the till can transmit 
onl ' verv \mall quantitie of ~'ater because of its extremely low 
permeabthty. If the bedrock valley entering Mu catine Island from the 
\\-e t contains tgnificant outwa h and some recharge may enter the 
alluvial aquifer by underflovl. However any recharge from the direction of 
the bluff 1 tntercepted by Mu catine Iough. so that the area east of the 
Iough doe n't receive any recharge from the bluffs 
Recharge b ' precipitation occur in the pring and falL if the amount of 
rainfall 1 sufficient. pril and May and ometime June are the principal 
month of recharge· October and November are month of occa 1onal 
recharge (fig. 3 and pl. 4 . It i important to note that deficiencies in 
precipitation in either pril or 1ay limit recharge to the aquifer. even with 
e ce~\ June precipitation ( ee precipitation and water-level data in 1967, 
fig. and pl. 4 . Occastonally . ummer precipitaion in exce~ of crop 
requirement\ recharge the aquifer enough to balance the discharge and 
thu . the \Vater table remain fairly table a in 1967. or even occa ionally 
nse~ a\ n 196 . he e event ~ hov.'ever are rare. 
The average annual net recharge to the aquifer by precipitation wa 
c t mated to be about 6 inche or J 05 mgy per quare mile. Thi e timate 
\Va determined from the ri e in ~'ater level during the pring and fall 
recharge period in t\VO alluvial v.•ell... (76-3-25ddd and 76-2-JOcba) located 
in the recharge area (pl. 4). 1 he average annual ri e in \Vater level. 
multiplied by the to rage coefficient of the zone of ~'ater-table fluctuation , 
\Va u ed to appro imate the a erage annual net recharge ftable 2). Thi 
figure for recharge i u"ed throughout the I land, even though it may be 
ome\Nhat high in tho e area. covered v.'ith urficial Ilt. 
Induced infiltration of Vt'ater from the i 1 tppt Rtver provides large 
quantitie of recharge to the aquifer in the VICinity of the river. Thi 
infiltration i the principal ource of Vt'ater that u tain the heavy 
pumpage in the northea tern and outhea tern part of Mu catine I land. 
The flovl-net anal i of the pril 1964 v.'ater table indicate that at that 
time 0 to 5 percent of the V.'ater \vithdraVt'n from the aquifer at the major 
pumping center \Va deri ed from the river (fig. 12). In 1964 when the 
pumpage by the ity Grain Proce " ing orporation. Mon anto 
ompany and Thatcher Gla ompany averaged about 28 mgd 
approximately 23 mgd Vt'a derived from the river. During 1971 ~'hen 
about 35 mgd wa withdrav,rn from the arne pumping centers. the amount 
induced from the river i e ·timated to have been about 29 mgd. In addition, 
a ·mall amount of river infiltration replace part of the evaporation los es 
in the gravel pit area during the period April through October. During that 
period evaporation from the v.'ater-table pond (gravel pit ) ~'a e timated 
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to total about 340 million gallons, which is an average of about 0.93 mgd 
for the year. An estimated 70 to 80 percent of that amount, or about 0.7 
mgd is derived from the river. Thus, the total annual amount of 
infiltration that was induced from the river in 1971 was about 30 mgd. 
Additional significant recharge to the aquifer results from extreme 
hydrologic events, such as floods . Comparison of the March and May 1965 
water-table maps shows that the May water table was much higher. The 
increase is the result of the record flood on the river which occurred in 
April, plus heavy precipitation which also occurred during that time. The 
amount, in feet, that the water table was raised over the entire area between 
March and May and the extent of the area along the river that shows the 
greatest response to the high river stage is shown in figure 17. The volume 
of recharge from this extreme hydrologic event is calculated to be over 3.6 
billion gallons. More important, at least 40 percent of the water or about 
1.5 billion gallons, was trapped in the ground-water trough and adjacent 
area. Most of this water eventually reached the centers of pumping; thus 
that one recharge event provided a volume of water equal to about two 
months of municipal and industrial pumpage. 
Table 2 et 1 recharge by prectpttatton 
Year 
Spnng 
1964 1 3e 
1965 3 Oe 
1966 1.3 
1967 1.3 
1968 02 
1969 2.5 
1970 1 8 
1971 06 
average annual 
Averag~ \V~H~r-level nse year = 2.2' 
Average storage coefficient = 0.21 
Water-level nse (ft) 
Fall Total 
1.3 
1 5 4.5 
1.3 
1.6 2.9 
02 
2.5 
2 1 39 
0.6 
2.2 
Average recharge by prectpttatton = 2 2' x 0.21 = approx 0 5 feet = approx 6 in. 
Average recharge per mlle2 = 27 9 x 106 ft 2 x 0 5 ft x 7 5 gal ft3 = 105 mgy mtle2orapprox 
0 3 mgd mlle2 
1 Recharge m excess of dtscharge dunng spnng and fall recharge penods 
e Estimated 
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ater-le\ el data d1 cu ed previou 1 ' indicate that seepage from the 
bedrock occur withtn the combined cone of depres ton around the Grain 
Proce tng orp and the municipal power plant well fields A generah1ed 
\\'ater budget for the area of influence around these well fields will g1ve a 
rea on able e~timate of the amount of thi eepage In 1964, th1 area of 
ground-water dtver ton a evidenced by the water-table maps for Apnl 
and October 1964 wa e entially ~tabih7ed (pl 3) Moreover, the 
h\drograph of \\'ell 76-3-2Sddd ho\\ that there wa no net gatn or loss 1n 
to rage in the aquifer during 1964 (pl. 4). Thu . the total pumpage from the 
t\\'0 \\'ell field~ during 1964 had to be derived from river infiltration and 
other type~ of recharge within the 4. 7 quare-mile area of diver ton (fig. 
I ). The pumpage from the area averaged about 14 8 mgd: tnduced 
infiltration from the river \\'a" ) percent of the pumpage. or about 12.6 
mgd. Thu . 2.- mgd had to be derived b\ other form of recharge The 
amount of net recharge during 1964 b'r precipitation on the area of 
dtver~ton \Va (from table 2 and fig. I ) 
1.3 fcct J ft 2 •ear x 0.21 7.5 gallons ft 3 . 27.9 x 106 ft 2f mile2 x 4.7 miles2-:- 365 
da) s ) ear = a bout 0. 7 mgd. 
Therefore in that area the recharge b , "" eepage from the bedrock during 
J 964 \\'as about J " mgd. alculation. for other period of near- tability 
indicate that recharge by eepage from the bedrock In the arne area is 
about I mgd during 'Car of above-average precipitation to about 2 mgd 
during period of belo\\'-average precipitation. Data are not available to 
determine if the bedrock i a ~ource of recharge el e\vhere on the I land 
Hydrochemical data di cu ~ed ub equently uggest that, under the 
hydrologic condition and tre se>c e tant in 1971. the bedrock wa not a 
ource of recharge other than in the area de cnbed above 
Discharge from the quifer 
Di charge from the alluvial aquifer occur a a continual flow of water 
from the high-\\'ater-ta ble area (the central ground-water ridge. bank of 
~~~~~ " ippi River and the bluff area) to dt charge areas (Mu cat1ne 
Iough and the ground-\vater trough) in re pon e to a head differential in 
the , tern. \\'hen recharge equal di charge the } tern 1 1n dynamic 
equilibrium and the \\'ater table remain table. uch a condition wa 
approached during the pring and ·ummer of 1967 {pl. 4). Ho\\'ever when 
recharge i le than the di charge the \Vater table lower as water ts 
removed from to rage. During the ~e period . which are u ually after spring 
recharge and occa ·ionally after fall recharge. the hydrographs how a 
characteri tic rece ion of the water level. The hydrograph of the two 
well~ ~ituated on the ground-\\'atcr divide sho\\' that the rate of dechne of 
the lower portion of the rece ··ion curves ha not changed much from 1964 
to 1971 (pl. 4). hi indicate ~ that hydrologic condttions tn the center of the 
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Island have been fairly stable during the study period. A change in the 
slope of the recession curve would Indicate a change in hydrologic 
conditions or an additional stress on the system in the interior area. A 
change did occur in the area known as Progress Park (see pl. 2), where 
ground-water withdrawals were initiated by the City in 197 I. However, the 
area of ground-water diversion around this new field had not by 
September 1971, encompassed the area where observation well 76-2-30cba 
is located (fig. 19). 
The principal form of discharge from the alluvial aquifer is pumpage by 
the various water users on the Island. This form of discharge has increased 
from the few million gallons per day that was pumped before 1940 to about 
37 mgd in 1970. However, approximately 80 to 85 percent of the total 
pumpage is river water that Is induced toward the industrial and municipal 
pumping center situated near the river. 
Down-gradient ground-water flow from the bluffs and from the ground-
water ridge in the center of the Island is discharged by seepage into 
Muscatine Slough. Because the water in the slough is pumped into the 
Mississippi River by Muscatine-Louisa Drainage District No. 13, the 
amount of ground water discharged by seepage could be determined if 
pumpage records were kept by the Dra·nage District. Such records 
however, are not available for the period of this investigation. The average 
amount of ground water moving down gradient to the slough, however 
can be estimated by applying the generalized Darcy equation: 
Q = TIL 
where Q L = average dtscharge per hneal foot length of channel, tn ft3 day/ ft 
T = average transmtsstvtty, 1n ft2 day (from fig. 13) 
I = average hydrauhc gradtent from bluffs to slough and from ground-water 
dtVtde to the slough, tn ft ft (from pl. 3) 
The amount moving to the slough IS estimated by this method to be about 7 
ft 3 day per foot of channel length. Therefore approximately 330 000 
ft 3 day (2.5 mgd) is moving toward the 9-mile reach of the slough in 
Muscatine County. However, not all ground water moving toward the 
slough during the growing season is discharged into the slough. An un-
known, but significant, amount is discharged by transpiration from the 
dense vegetation growing along the slough and by evaporation of seepage 
from the banks of the slough. 
Discharge by evaporation directly from the water table takes place in the 
gravel pits. Evaporation rates 1n the locality are estimated to average about 
6tnches per month from Aprtl through October (based on pan evaporation 
data collected by the N attonal Weather Service at Iowa City and 
Burhngton). Thus, the estimated evaporation from the approximately 300 
acres of pits is about 340 mtllion gallons per year. This is equivalent to 
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about 1.6 mgd du ring the even-month evaporation period, or 0 9 mgd 
throughout the year. Dt charge by evaporation from the water table 
el ewhere on the I land probably 1 very slight, because the water table 
du n ng the ummer month 1 generally more than 8 to 10 feet below land 
urface H o~e\ er, during exceptionally wet penods, such as 1965, the 
wa ter table 1 With in 2 to 5 feet of the land urface at many places During 
the e penod . tgniftcant amount of water may be discharged from the 
aqutfer b e\ aporatton . 
In ummary average recharge and average di charge appear to be close 
to equlltbnum according to the calculations that have been made. For an 
a\ erage ear, a uming no net gain or lo 10 to rage and a total pumpage 
of 37 mgd the recharge b\ river infiltration would be about 30 mgd, by 
precipitation about 9 mgd and by eepage from the underlying bedrock 
about I ) mgd. The calculated recharge i about 40.5 mgd. Discharge for 
the arne rear would be 37 mgd by pumpage 2.5 mgd by eepage to the 
Iough and 0.9 mgd bv evaporation. for a total of 40.4 mgd. For a year of 
above-average prec1p1tation there would be a net gain in torage, which is 
hown b\ a net ri e in v,later level in ob ervation well . Conversely for 
'ear of belov,'-normal precipitation. there \\'Ould be a net lo in storage. 
C hem ical ha racteris tics 
hemical anal\ e of water from the municipal and some industrial 
v, ell completed in the alluvial aquifer are available for variou dates stnce 
19 orne of the e are presented in table 4. In order to widen the 
coverage. additional \\'ater '" ample \\'ere collected from the hallow and 
deep Geological urvey ob ervation \\'ell during November 1964 
and arch 1965. The analy e of the e amplt:: are pre en ted in table 5 All 
anal\ e indicate that the chemical con tituent of the \\'ater with the 
occastonal exception of iron mangane e and nitrate. were within the 
recommended limit e tabli hed for drinking \Vater ( Public Health 
ervice 1962 . \Vater ample were al o collected from all \\'ells for 
bacterial analy e · the e \Vere reported ati factory by the lov,'a tate 
Hygienic Laboratory. 
Di tri butaon of elected on tituent 
Hardne .-The hardne of water from the alluvial aquifer ranges from 
about 50 to more than 400 mg/ 1 (milligram per liter). The di tribution of 
the hardne i hown in figure 20 and 21. The e map indicate that 1) the 
hardne of water in both deep and hallo~' well in the area between the 
bluff and Iough i u ualJy over 200 mg/ I and more than 400 mg/ 1 in 
places, 2) the hardness of water in the deep wells east of the slough usually 
is less than 150 mg/ 1, and 3) the hardness in the shallow wells east of the 
slough generally ts less than l 00 mg/ 1 in the ground-water divide area, and 
between 100 and 200 mg/ 1 elsewhere, except at the pumping centers. 
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(table 4 ) Numbers refer •o 
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Ftgure 20 - D1stnbut1on of hardness tn water from shallow wells 1n the alluvtal aqutfer. 
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hardness Interval ts 150mg/l 
610( 0 
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Samples col e 1ed n 1972 
Jumbers refer •o hardness n 
mg/1 -t~ollo ... ng pumpage t 
long dJro• on 
@ 104- 76 
lndus•rtol ..ells 
SorT"ples collected n 1965 
Jumbers refer ·o hardness, 
n mg/1 
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0 . ... 1ft 
Ftgure 21 - Dtstnbutlon of hardness tn water from deep wells 1n the alluvtal aqutfer 
At the northeastern pumping center, the hardness is quite variable in 
both space and time (table 3). The hardness in this well field ranges from 
about 160 to 300 mg 1 and t!verages about 200 mg 1. Most wells there 
show a progress1ve 1ncrease 1n hardness of water with t1me Wells located 
close to the r1ver exh1bit a hardness that is consistent w1th the hardness of 
nver water (compare tables 3 and 6). Water from wells located along the 
northern part of the well field and in the Sampson Street well field is 
M 1 11\ F Ol "-lY, IOWA 39 
con 1 tentl harder and ha ex hibited a more progres tve increase in 
hardne than water from mo t other well (table 3). These observations 
are an addtttonaltndtcation that water from the bedrock, whtch 1 harder, 
1 rechargtng the aqutfer from an area north and we t of the well field . 
t the nev. well fteld (Progre s Park). the hardne of water t<; about 100 
mg ' 1. Tht 1 con 1 tent \\tth the hardne of the water from the deep zone 
in the area of the ground-water divtde The lower hardne of \lt'ater from 
th1 ne\\ 'Well field 1 an indication that the bedrock 1 not. a \ et, recharging 
the allu\ tal aqutfer 1n that area. 
DH olved olid .-The dt ol ed- ohd concentration in water from 
the aqutfer range from about I 00 mgf I 1n the central part of the area to 
almo t 400 mg1 l along the v..'e tern bluff line. Generally, water ea t of the 
Iough contain le than 200 mg/ 1 dt olved ohd<) except tn the northea t 
corner and along the river. he dt tn button of di olved ohd 1 stmilar to 
the dt tribution pattern of hardne hown in figure 20 and 21 
Iron and lvfangane e - combtned concentration of iron (Fe) and 
mangane e ( \11 n le than 0. mg/ 1 1 recommended for public 
con umptton . ompo Ite v..'ater amples obtained from the munictpal-
pov.'er-plant v.'ell field have an iron-mangane e concentration of le than 
0. mg/ 1 although a fev..' individual well e htbtt lightly htgher 
concentration ttempt to de\elop upplie · of tmilar quality \\'ater 
el ev..here on the I land have not alv..'a'r ~ucceeded . Therefore one 
obJeCtt\!e of this in\ e ttgation v..a~ to determine the d1 tnbution of iron and 
mangane e in the aqutfer. he dt tribution of iron from hallo\\' and deep 
v..'ell tn arch 196 1 given in figure _ ..... and 21 
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Figure 22 D1stnbution of tron tn water from shallow wells 1n the alluvial aqutfer tn March 
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Figure 23.-Dtstnbution of iron in water from deep wells 1n the alluvtal aqutfer in March 
1965 
t:r" 
fable J. - Hnrdness of water, in mg/ .I, from alluvinJ wells in the municipal wcH fields. 
'l cars 
\\'ell 
\\ t. I Field No. 1948 1949 1952 :1954 1958 J959 :1960 :196:1 1962 1963 1964 :1965 :1966 
I 119 151 167 :180 172 
2 J82 188 197 
23 :1 18 165 180 
4 il29 148 
-5 154 
16 185 
8 188 188 
P.ower Plant 9 161 190 
(North and South) 2J2 188 216 
I J J 196 
14 228 
I '15 176 
16 256 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Hershey 7 426 406 400 
.10 355 196 
Sampson 1.1 I 164 J68 I 192 ' 
I 
I 
' 
Progress Park 22 
23 
• Wells located ncar Mississippi River. 
2 Wells located ncar north edge of municipal powcr- ph1nt well .field. 
1967 1968 1969 1970 
.196 
292 I 208 
208 226 
208 216 
176 200 
174 
156 192 
.158 148 
212 220 
)88 
201 200 208 
178 
.190 
188 
180 
176 
160 
216 
435 
234 I 236 
197] 
I 
.100 
1.10 
"7 
,.;;;,.. 
·~ 
-/ 
"T1 
0 
,.-
/ 
~ 
-< 
w 
-0 
:E 
~ 
-
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The concentration of iron is very high in both the upper and lower parts 
of the aquifer in the area north and west of the slough. Water from the 
shallow zone east of the slough generally contains less than 0.1 mg/ 1 of 
iron. In the deep zone the iron concentration is somewhat greater, but, 
except for the Sampson Street well field and locally, in the power-plant 
well field, it is less than 0.3 mg/ 1. 
Manganese concentrations differ greatly throughout the Island, ranging 
from less than .05 to 8.6 mg/ 1. No particular distribution pattern for the 
manganese was discernable except that the highest concentrations occur 
near the bluffs and locally in the Sampson Street and power-plant well 
fields . 
Nitrate. - The concentration of nitrate ranges from less than 1 mg 1 to 
46 mg 1 which is just slightly greater than the recommended limit 
established by the U. S. Public Health Service. The highest concentrations 
occur in the shallow zone under the ground-water divide (fig. 24). Much of 
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• USGS observolton • e ll 
3cob2 
We number 
01 
Nttrot e , n mg 
10---
LtM of equal concentrotton of 
rut rate ; dashed whe re tnfer red 
l~vol s vor~oble 
SCALE 
0 , ... .., 
Ftgure 24 - Dtstnbutlon of nitrate In water from shallow wells 1n the alluvtal aqutfer tn 
March 1965 
this area of the Island has a very sandy soil that is heavily fertilized and 
muiched. Nitrate in the lower part of the aquifer is usually less than 1 mg/ 1. 
Analyses of water from wells 22 and 23 in the new Progress Park municipal 
well field , which are located in the area of high nitrate concentration but 
withdraw water from the d~ep zone, show a low nitrate concentration in 
1971 (table 4). 
I 
• 
I 
l 
1 
43 
Table 4.-Partia_l analyses of water from municipal and industrial wells in Musca tine Island. 
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.. ulfare. - The ulfate content in the water ranges from about 25 to 150 
mgf l (tables 4 and 5). However. the higher concentrations, about 70 to 150 
mg/ I. are re tricted principally to areas adjacent to the Iough and the 
area between the blufL and the Iough. Elsewhere, the concentrations 
generally are bet~'een 25 and 50 mgf I which are similar to the 
concentration 1n the Mi issippi River (table 6). 
1 ahlc 6. Partial a nalj sc of" atcr fro m !\1issi sippi R i\ er at Davenport, Iowa. Constituents 
an mg I. nal e b ' lo\\a tate Hygienic 1 ab. 
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2-20-61 35 0 25 OS 2 6 3 209 164 30 
6-19-61 74 0 16 OS 26 s 3 20 14 7 50 
9-11-61 790 22 OS 2 6 2 204 162 7 95 
1211-61 34 0 20 OS 31 I 2 246 196 10 
3-26-62 3 0 40 OS 2S 7 I 5 I 9 136 7 75 
5-13-63 63 0 0 05 35 6 I I 197 146 15 
1-13-64 320 02 07 34 31 264 200 7 50 
-3-64 1 0 04 12 47 7 16 239 I 0 7 90 
4-:S-l,S 35,0 .56 OS 22 7 I 9 172 104 8.00 
02 05 22 s 02 172 104 7 50 
R n e 56 12 47 32 264 200 30 
I nterpreta u on of I a t ribuuo n 
'The occurrence and di tribution of the chemical con ·tituents in the 
\Vater e ·cepting nitrate are dependent on the boundary conditions and 
flov.' , tern of the allu ial aquifer. Two boundarie - the river and the 
bedrock- ha e been shov.'n to influence ground-water flow v.'here the 
. ' tern ha · been altered or modified by ground-water withdrawals. 
I evlhere on the I land hov.'ever, the influence ot the materials in the 
un aturated zone become apparent when the di tribution of chemical 
con tituent (fig . 20-23) is compared v.'ith the generalized soils map (fig. 
5.) The concentration of most chemical con ituents is higher in water 
from the area underlain by bottomland oil which are developed on a 
mixture of colluvium and aUuvium: the concentration are lov.'er in water 
from the area underlain by terrace oil v.'hich are developed only on 
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alluvium The higher concentrations under the bottomland soils are 
attributed to the leaching of calcareous gypsiferous and ferruginous 
minerals and rock flour in the colluvial matenals that were denved from 
the till in the bluffs The areal distribution of the chemical constituents is 
controlled to a great extent by the flow system in the aquifer. Muscatine 
Slough is a line sink; therefore, the htgher concentrations of chemical 
constituents are restricted In their distribution to the areas between the 
bluffs and Slough and a narrow stnp on the nverward Side of the Slough. 
This distribution pattern should prevail so long as the ground-water divide 
persists In the central part of the Island. 
IMPACT OF MA 'S ACTIVITIES 0 
YSTEM 
Effect on the Water Table 
THE HYDROLOGIC 
Man's land-use practices and his development of water supplies altered 
the hydrologic system when he first moved into the area. The early effects 
on the water table, however, were minimal. Minor supplies of ground 
water were developed on small, widely scattered farm for domestic and 
livestock use Only small amounts of ground water were developed by the 
few Industries that were not supphed by the city. The municipal supply for 
the, then small town of Muscatine was obtained from the Mississippi 
River. Although private levees were erected dunng the latter part of the 
19th century, they were unconnected and thus were not completely 
effective In preventing overland flooding. Their Impact on the hydrologic 
system, therefore, was minimal and remained so until the Federal 
Government completed an integrated system in 1924. 
Subsequent actiVIties of man, however, began to have significant impact 
on the system· some raised the water table and some lowered it. Each 
actiVIty had a characteristic Impact during a specific period of time. The 
hydrologic conditions during four penods will be di cussed. These 
are from the early 1900's to 1937; from 1937 to 1946; from 1946 to 1971· 
and from 1971 to the near future. 
Hydrologtc Condit10ns During the Early 1900's to 1937 
This penod was characterized by controlled discharge of water from 
Mu c~t'!1e Slough uncontrolled stages of the Mississippi River, and the 
Initiation of ground-water Withdrawals for irrigation and municipal use. 
The hydrologic system on Muscatine Island during that period was in a 
state of dynamic equihbrtum quite different than it IS presently. Recharge 
to the alluvial aquifer was pnncipally by the infiltration of precipitation 
dunng the spring and occasionally in the fall. The amount is assumed to 
have been the same as presently- an average of about 6 Inches per year. 
Additional recharge v;as by seepage from the Mississippi River during 
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n tng river ~tagc . v.lhtch usually occurred in the late winter and spring. 
Moderate n~e tn tage recharged a tnp of aquifer near the river probably 
no \\tder than one-half mile· the highe t tages recharged a strip probably 
more than one mile in \\'idth. Mo t ofthi recharge. however was returned 
to the river during the -ub cquent declining river tages. Recharge by 
O\ erland flooding occurred occa ·ionally before 1924 but was prevented 
follo v.'ing the completion of the government levee from the City of 
1u catine to Port Loui a. eepage from the bedrock probably recharged 
the aquifer locally· the amount ho\vever \\'as probably small. eepage 
from the t i 11 \Va" in tgnifica nt a., it 1 pre en tly. 
Dt charge from the aquifer v.'a principally by. eepage into Mu catine 
. Iough and into the 1i i ippi River. l~he di charge into the Iough was a 
continuou proct and v.'a controlled by the pumping . tation that \\'as 
con tructed in 1916 at Port Loui a. For the fir t time. exec s ground and 
urface v.'ater could be drained from the L land even during time of high 
flov. on the I\ 1 •~~~ tppi River. Ground v.'ater wa di charged into the 
11 1 1ppi River during falling and lo\\' ri er tagc which usually 
occurred during the urnmer and \Vinter. n unknov.'n quantity wa 
di charged b , eva pot ran "piration in and adjacent to the lough. The 
amount probably \Va greater than it \va in 1970. becau e more vegetation. 
v.'amp . and pond . e i ted then . Evaporation from the \Vater table in the 
gravel-pit area v.'a minimal becau e the number of pit and , thus. the 
total area of e po ed v.'ater urface v.'a mall. I i charge by pumpage \\'a 
minimal. n e timated I to 2 mgd \\1a \Vithdrav.'n for municipal upply 
from the aquifer in the 1 1u"catine area· an unknO\\'n but mall amount 
\Va withdra\vn for irrigation at a fev.' cattered location on the I land . 
Hence municipal and irrigation pumpage had little effect on the 
h rd rologic , tern. 
lthough recharge to the aquifer equal di charge V.'hen con ide red over 
any long period of time one or the other i predominant at any particular 
time. On Iv1u catine I land recharge exceed · di charge usually in the 
pring and occa~ ionally in the fall therefore the v.'ater table will be at tt 
highe t po it ion in late pring and occa ionall ' in the fall . onver ely the 
water table v.'ill be at or near it ~ lov.'e t po it ion in late urn mer. If no 
recharge occur during the fall the water table \\'ill continue to decline very 
lov.'ly throughout the fall and v.'inter. 
In the ab ence of water-level data the recharge-discharge relations 
di cussed above and records of the boundary conditions of the aquifer 
form the ba i for generating a generalized \\~ater-table map of the Island 
for the period. he tage of M u .. catine Iough. beginning in 1916 v.'a held 
betv.'een 530 and 531 feet except during abnormally v.'et condition . The 
river tage from late urn mer to late \\'inter mo t often \\'a betv.'een 533 and 
534 feet (fig. 16). Therefore, during normal to near-normal hydrologic 
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Ftgure 25 - Generahzed water-table map, representative oflate summer or wtnter conditions 
dunng 1900 to 1937 
conditions, a typical water-table map for late summer or mid-winter would 
have a configuration and position as shown in figure 25 . If conditions were 
above or below normal, the water table would be about one foot higher or 
lower, respectively. Durtng normal to near-normal spring conditions, the 
water table for late spnng would have basically the same configuration, 
but it would be at least 2 to 3 feet higher than the late-summer water table. 
Hyd rologic Cond1t1ons Dunng 1937 to 1946 
This period was characterized by controlled stages of both river and 
slough, and by modest development of ground-water supplies. Withdraw-
als for municipal, tndustrtal, and Irrigation were just beginning to increase 
1n the latter part of the penod. 
The closure of Lock-and-Dam 17 in 1937 changed one of the boundary 
conditions of the aquifer, and had a significant impact on the hydrology of 
the Island. River stages before 1937 had commonly declined to between 
532 and 534 feet and occasionally to 531 feet (fig. 16). How ever starting in 
1937, the river stage dunng low-to-moderate discharge was controlled by 
Lock-and-Dam 17 and seldom declined to less than 536 feet (fig. 15). Thus 
the stage during the low-flow per1ods that generally occur during summer 
and winter was at least 3 feet higher than previously. The mean stage also 
was increased by about 3 feet. 
The net effect of the changed boundary condition on the system is 
reflected In the water-table map shown in figure 26. Th1s generalized map 
beheved to be representative of the changed conditions during late summer 
or late winter, shows that the water table was raised at least 3 to 4 feet and 
, 
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Figure 26.- Jeneralized v. nter-ta ble map, representative of late summer and winter 
cond itions during 193 7 to 1946. 
the configuration \\a changed . .. I he ground-\\'ater divide wa shifted 
tO\\'ard the river and the gradient tO\vard the river \\a~ flattened and that 
to\vard the Iough \\a teepened. T'hi indicate that dt charge to the 
Iough \\as 1ncrea ed and di charge to the river decrea td . The \\'ater table 
in late pnng during normal or near-normal pring condition \\'ould be 
e pected to be about 2 to 3 feet higher than in late ummer. Therefore 
during year of normal to near-normal h 'drologic condition , the water 
table in the recharge area (near the ground-water divide) fluctuated 
between about 540 feet in late spring and about 537 feet in late ummer. 
Thu , man\ tmpact on the h 'drologic s ' tern during th1 period of time 
\\'a to rat e the \\'ater table. 
Hydrologic ondition During 1946 to 1971 
Thi period \\'a characterized by very sub tantial increa e in ground-
\\'ater \\'ithdra\\·al for all purpo e ·. Indu "trial pumpage increa ed from a 
very mode t amount to more than bgy; municipal pumpage increa ed 
from about 0.5 bgy to about 5 bgy· pumpage for irrigation increased from a 
mode t amount to about 0.3 bgy. n additional 0.3 bgy of ground water 
v., a d1 charged by evaporation from the exposed water table in the gravel 
ptt . whtch had increa ed in number during thi period. 
The impact of the large- cale \Vithdra\\'al i quite evident on the water-
table map (pl. 3). Withdrawal by the ity of Mu catine and GPC in the 
northea t corner of the I land have created a large cone of depression in the 
water table in that area. imilarly \\'ithdra\\'al by Monsanto Co. and to a 
' 
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more limited extent, Thatcher Glass Co. have created a large cone in the 
southeastern part of the Island. In between these cones, evaporation from 
the gravel pits during mid-spnng to mid-fall has caused a smaller 
depression in the water table. All three depressions combine to form a 
persistent elongated trough In the water table that parallels the river. 
Although ground-water withdrawals are, as yet minimal in the center of 
the Island, the water-table maps (plate 3) show that the water table in that 
area probably IS several feet lower than it was during the 1937-46 period. 
Most of this decline IS In response to the pumpage taking place at the 
municipal and industrial sites; water from the divide area is being diverted 
to provide about 15 to 20 percent of the amount being withdrawn at the 
maJOr pumping centers. It is Important to note that water from the divide 
area In Louisa County also IS being diverted to the cone of depression at the 
Monsanto field . A small part of the water-level decline in the divide area is 
attributed to the Withdrawals for Irrigation· the amount is calculated to 
average only about 0.5 feet across the irrigated area. 
Changes In the system can be attributed principally to the increased 
ground-water withdrawals during 1946-71. Thus, the impact of the 
withdrawals can be eshmated by mapping the difference in altitude of the 
August 1971 water-table (pl.3) and the generalized late-summer water 
table during 1937-46 (fig. 26). The resultant map (fig. 27) indicates that 
ground-water withdrawals have caused a decline in water levels in the 
central part of the Island of about 1 foot near the slough to about 5 feet 
near the outer edges of the principal cones of depression. The declines are 
greater than 8 feet at the pumping centers. 
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Figure 27 - Dechne of the water table attnbuted pnnc1pally to ground-water withdrawals 
dunng 1946 to 1971 . 
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Man' 1m pact on the 'r tern during th1c; period of time was to lower the 
water table But it 1 1mportant to note that with the except1on of the areas 
tmmediatelv adJacent to the major pumping centers. the water table 
pre enth 1 not much different than it wa during 1900 to 1937. A 
compan on of the Augu t 1971 map, pl. 3 with fig. 25 1nd1cates that the 
pre ent dechne 1n water level 1 partially offset by the nse tn water levels 
dunng 19 7-46. 
Present ( 1971) and Future Conditions 
The h drologic ) tern in 1971 appear to be in equilibrium with the 
impo ed tre e . W tth the po tble exception of the Progres Park well-
field area. the v.'ater table i dynamically stabihzed and fluctuates in 
re pon e to the relation hip bet\\'een net recharge and the presently 
ta blitzed grou nd-v.'ater Vt'ithdra wal and other form of dtscharge. During 
period \\'hen pnng recharge i minimal the pos1tion of the water table 
during late urn mer Vt'Ould be imilar to that on Augu t 1971 (pl. 3). When 
fall recharge al o i minimal to nonexi tent a it wa in 1971, the water 
table during fall and v.'inter \Vould decline about another foot as tndicated 
b) the 1971 h 'drograph of \\'ell 76-2-30cba (pl. 4). During periods of 
normal to near-normal recharge the Vt'ater table hould be at lea t a foot 
higher than it v. a during 1971 . During period of extreme events, such as 
floodtng on the 1 1 • ippi River and / or high spring and fall 
precipitation the water table \Vould rtspond as it did during 1965 (pl. 3). 
The \Vater table in the immediate area around the Progress Park \\:ell 
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Figure 28 . ...-Di tance-draY. down graph. 
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field was not yet stabilized by August I97I because withdrawals from the 
well field were not as yet stabthzed. Total pumpage from the field then was 
about 240 million gallons, or about 65 percent of the planned stabilized 
pumpage rate of I mgd. The water-level decline at the end of one year's 
pumping at I mgd (about 700 gpm) can be calculated by using the distance-
drawdown graph prepared from the hydrologic data of this area (fig. 28). 
Thts graph indicates that the dechne of the water table in the vicinity of the 
well field after one year's pumptng, should be about 1.3 feet at a distance 
of 0.5 mile and about 0 7 foot at a distance of I mile. Moreover the area of 
ground-water diversion for this well field under stabihzed conditions 
probably would be about twtce the area shown for August I97I (fig. 19). 
Assuming no recharge from the bedrock and average recharge by 
prectpitation (0.3 mgd ' mile2), the diversion area for this well field 
pumptng at I mgd will be about 3 to 4 square miles. The diversion area and 
the actual decline in water levels can be readily determined by installing 
and measuring a few more observation wells in and around the well field. 
The Island's water resources are far from being overdeveloped. 
Although annual withdrawals are presently about 13.5 btllion gallons 
about IO to 11 bgy are derived by Infiltration from the river. Thus ground-
water withdrawals on the Island amount to about 2.5 to 3.5 bgy. This is 
approximately equal to the average annual recharge by precipitation on 
the Island (about 3.2 bgy). However not all the annual recharge moves to 
pumptng sites; an estimated I bgy discharges toward the slough and gravel 
pit area. Therefore, about 0.5 to 1 bgy are derived from storage or from 
another source. If it were coming from storage the water table would show 
progressive declines that would average about 0.5 to 0.8 feet per year over 
the Island and would be parttcularly greater near the major pumping 
centers. But the water table Is dynamically stable in the divide area (pl. 4). 
In fact, equilibrium is soon re-established at the pumping centers after 
every pumping change, parttcularly tn the northeastern area (pl. 3). Thus 
the addttlonal water is dertved from another source- the bedrock. In one 
locality in the northeastern area of ground-water diverston recharge from 
the limestone bedrock was estimated to be about 0.4 to 0. 7 bgy. The 
bedrock tn other areas on the Island is not known to be contributing water 
to the alluvial aqutfer under the hydrologic conditions extant in 1971. 
However, if conditions or stresses change, the bedrock may contribute 
water to the alluvial aquifer in other localities. 
The amount of recharge from the bedrock may well be a factor in the 
maxtmum development of water on the Island. This amount will be 
dependent on the permeabthty distribution and the head differential 
between the bedrock and alluvial aquifers at a locality. The permeability 
dtstrtbutton in carbonate rocks generally is highly random and not 
untform; thus the transmtsstvtty could be high at some site and very low at 
others The pressure head 1n the bedrock appears to be related to the river 
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tage. at lea t in pro tmity to the river: the water level In the alluvial 
aquifer are partially dependent on pumpage Therefore. the head 
differential between the two rock unit at a Ite would be dependent on the 
rl\ er tage and the pumpage at the ~tte Becau e the above characteristics 
and relation htp are not well under tood at the present time, an 
in\e ttgation of the hydrology of the bedrock would be required before the 
rna. 1mum water upply could be determined. 
The effect on the hydrologic y tern of the future development of water 
upphe \Vill depend on the location of the development. Additional 
muntctpal upphe probably \Vill be developed at the Progre Park field; 
therefore v-'ater level v.'ill decline in th1 general area until new 
equilibrium condition are e tabli hed . he amount of decline in the area 
around the well field can be e .. timated for the period of time untll tability 
i achieved. from the d1 tance-drawdown graph (fig. 28). The effects of 
additional indu trial V.'lthdra\\'al can bee timated in a imilar manner. if 
the pumping ~•te 1 located in an area \\'here the tran rots 1vity and torage 
coefficient of the aquifer are imilar to that hown tn f1gure 28 If the 
tran ~ rnt\\1\ ity and to rage coefficient are different. ne\\' di tance-
drav.•dO\\'n curve V.'tll have to be con tructed that are based on the 
different h 7draulic characteri tic . 
tV.' V.'ater- upply development along the river \\'ill take advantage of 
induced recharge of river 'Nat cr. If the development take place in the 
gravel-pit area. 'Nater level in the pit · v.'ill be lov.:ered. l o Withdrawal 
in an area south of ~1on an to in Louisa ountv~ will affect \\'ater level on 
., 
the southv.'e t ide of the 1 on an to cone becau e orne of the recharge 
from the river pre ently moving tO\\'ard the Mon anto area will be 
diverted . he e effect and otht:rs can be more readtly quantified if a 
digital model of the y .. tern can be developed . Although hydrologic 
condition in the bedrock are not completely known, enough information 
on the \ tern i available to attempt the development and verification of 
uch a model. 
Effects On fhe hemical Qualit 
Land-u ·e practice and ground-\\'ater withdrawal have had and \\'ill 
continue to ha e an impact on the chemical quality of water in the alluvial 
aquifer. One effect the nitrate build-up could become a eriou problem. 
Another effect an increa e in hardnes of the v.'ater in places 1 a nui ance 
problem. In addition. a potential contamination problem ext t in the 
gravel-pit area. 
Build-up Of Nitra te And Other Farm Chemicals 
he nitrate occurrence in the recharge area of the aquifer apparently 1s 
related to the farming practice and the hydrology of the ystem. 1trate 
from material u ed in fertilizing and mulching the sandy soil in the 
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recharge area apparently reaches the water table and then is attenuated as 
it moves down gradient to discharge areas. As only the upper part of the 
aquifer is presently affected the problem has not as yet shown up in the 
most recently constructed municipal wells at Progress Park field . 
Analyses of water from the two wells in that field show a maximum 
nitrate content of 5.1 mg/ 1. This is an indication however that some high-
nitrate water is reaching the wells even though the pumpage is mainly from 
the deeper part of the aquifer. The nitrate content of the well field supply 
may increase in the future as withdrawals increase and the resultant cone of 
depression extends out further than presently. Obviously the nitrate 
concentration of the water should be monitored, particularly at the end of 
the recharge period in the spring and in the early winter. 
The nitrate build-up points up the possibility of another serious 
problem. Farm chemicals, such as herbicides and insecticides, may also be 
reaching the water table. A monitoring program would help to determine 
the possibility of contamination from this source. 
Hard ness Changes 
The hardness of ground water in the northeastern part of the Island has 
almost doubled since the increase in withdrawals in the 1940's. The average 
hardness of water pumped from the old driven wells in the 1930's before 
the system was heavily stressed was about 100 mgj 1. The average 
hardness in the same area presently is about 200 mgj 1 (table 3). Part of the 
increase is attributed to the induced recharge of Mississippi River water, 
which has an average hardness of about 160 mg/ 1 (table 6). Another part is 
attributed to seepage of hard water from the bedrock in the vicinity of the 
Sampson Street well field . The hardness of the water at the new Progress 
Park well field is presently about 100 mg/ 1. This area is unlikely to be 
influenced by the river but if the bedrock is permeable, the hardness may 
be influenced by seepage from the bedrock as the withdrawals increase. 
The development of major ground-water supplies near the slough will 
result in noticeable increases in both hardness and iron because the cone 
of depression will extend under the slough into the area of hard high-iron 
water. 
P otential Impact In Gravel-Pit Area 
The numerous gravel pits are sites where the water table is exposed and 
the water system is vulnerable to contamination. As can be seen on the 
water-table maps some water moves through this area toward the 
municipal power-plant field . Therefore deleterious materials derived from 
materials dumped into the pits probably would move toward the 
municipal supply. 
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I. The water re ource of Muscatine I land are far from being 
O\erde\eloped. There er e in ·torage amounting to about 100 billion 
gallon . are not betng tapped at present. Pre ent development of about 
13 5 bg) 1 1n equthbrium with recharge from precipitation the river and 
from bedrock aqutfer Evidence L available to indicate that river recharge 
rna) upport tgntficant increa e in \Vithdrawal · hO\\'ever additional 
tudte are requtred for verification. 
2. The large- cale withdra\Val of ground \Vater are not cau ing a 
general decline of water level on the I land a of 1971. Withdrav.'al 
cau ed decline of I to 5 feet in the interior of the I land and more than 8 
feet tn the immediate vicinity of the tv.'o major pumping center but V.'ater 
le\ el . in J 97 J V.'ere tabilized. The v.'ater level under the I land, \\'ith the 
e ceptton of a I-to 2-mile-\\'ide trip near the river. i much different 
pre ently than it \\a before ock-and-Dam 17 \\'a clo'" cd in 1937. 
3. The di tnbution of hardnel) tron and nitrate in the ground v.'ater i 
hown on a erie of map . In general the hardne di olved olid , iron 
and mangane e are highe t in the area betv.'een the Iough and the bluff 
and lowe t in the central part of the I ~ Ja nd. 1litrate i highe t in the central 
part of the I land and it di tribution hov.' a relation hip to the area of 
irrigated cropland on <; nd ' terrane of the I land. The concentration and 
dt tnbution of the chemical con tituent. are affected by man' activitie · 
water \Vithdrav.'al are increasing the v.'ater hardne ., at the major 
pump1ng center . and farming practice appear to be the cau e of a 
tgnificant inc rea e in the concentration of nitrate. and po i ble other farm 
chemical . in part of the ground-v.'ater .., y tern. 
4. The effect of future 'h'ithdrav.'al. can be t be determined by 
anal 'zing a digital model of the . , tern. The development and verification 
of uch a model can be ba ed on the data in thi report. In the meantime 
the effect of future v.'ithdrav.•al can be e timated from the di tance-
drav.'dO\\'n graph pre tnted in thi report. 
5. dditional ob ervation v.'ell installed in the alluvial aquifer near the 
Progre Park \Vell field \\'Ould up ply needed data to verify a model oft he 
aquifer \ tern. dditional ob crvation \veil in tailed in the bedrock at 
about 4 to 6 cattered localitie on the I land v.'ould provide needed data on 
the hydrology of the bedrock y -- tem. 
6. program to periodically monitor the nitrate would permit early 
detectton of change tn concentration before the concentration reached 
exce stve level In addition a program to determine the pre ence of 
deleteriou farm chemical in the aquifer y tern \vould permit early 
identification of po tble contamination by the e ub tance . Water 
ample for both purpo e could be collected at exi ting \Veils and at the 
additional ob ervation well ugge ted above. 
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